
The Trusted Tablet 
Mass digitalization of medicines offers new levels of 

supply chain security and transparency
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Unauthorized and illegitimate production of medicines continues to jeopardize patient safety across the 
world. While regulators and manufacturers have made progress to secure global pharmaceutical supply 
chains, many of the packaging-based security approaches are ineffective. 

In this case study, a coalition of technology partners demonstrates an effective and economic means of 
mass digitalizing medicines. The solution creates a secure link between the physical and digital world, 
delivering a level of supply-chain security and transparency not previously available to the pharmaceutical 
industry. The offering empowers patients in the verification process and illustrates how medicines can 
become trusted once more. 

The operational challenges of the modern 
pharmaceutical supply chain are well established. 
Globalization, outsourcing and online retailing 
have significantly complicated the operating 
environment. As supply chains become more 
complex, a loss of control and visibility has 
occurred. Each node in the supply chain represents 
a potential point of failure where there is an 
opportunity for illegitimate products to enter. The 
incidence of counterfeit medicines, unauthorized 
generics, expired lots and diverted products have 
all become significant challenges.

The risk posed to public health and safety of  
illegitimate medicines is extremely worrying —  
particularly in the case of counterfeit product. 
While the counterfeit products may look authentic, 
the reality is far from that. Counterfeit pills are 
often manufactured in squalid conditions. At best, 
they will be a placebo with no active pharmaceuti-
cal ingredients. At worst, they might contain heavy 
metals and even poisons. This can lead to thera-
peutic failure, sickness and even death.

The World Health Organization estimates that 
counterfeit drugs account for between 10% and 
30% of the market in developing economies and 
up to 1% in some developed economies.

In addition to the threat to patient safety, the 
cumulative commercial costs of unauthorized 
products is staggering. While the insidious nature 

of counterfeiting makes it difficult to determine the 
size of the problem, the pharmaceutical industry 
consensus is that 2% or more of the top line sales 
are impacted. 

Beyond this direct commercial impact, illegitimate 
medicines have a wider impact on the economy — 
damaging patient trust, brand reputation, tax 
revenue, investment and even innovation.

The Challenge of Illegitimate Medicines 
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In response to external supply-chain threats, the 
pharmaceutical industry has sought to protect 
products through serialization and other secure 
packaging solutions. While every effort helps, there 
are a number of shortfalls in relying on serialization 
and other packaging features as a means of product 
authentication. 

•  Serialization is not secure: Serialization in 
itself is not a secure solution. Serialized data 
carriers can be reproduced with ease and 
on mass, especially where serialization is 
sequential. 

•  Re-use of original packaging: Original 
packaging is retrieved, reused and resold —
having been filled with counterfeit, expired or 
unauthorized generic products. 

•  Packaging is being copied: The availability of 
high-tech, low-cost scanning and production 
technologies enable sophisticated replication 

of packaging by counterfeiters that is often 
indistinguishable from authentic packages.

•  Repackaging: Pharmaceutical products are 
often removed from their original packaging 
and repackaged, rendering the original 
packaging security features obsolete.

For these reasons, serialization and authentication 
of packaging cannot be considered a dependable 
means of product verification. Relying exclusively 
on this approach provides healthcare professionals 
and patients with a false sense of security that the 
product within is genuine. In addition, the information 
systems that store serialization data and information 
on provenance are typically not accessible by the 
general public.

Industry Response to Illegitimate Medicines
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With the limitations of serialization and packaging 
authentication in mind, a coalition of supply-chain 
partners came together to offer a new approach 
to solving the challenges of illegitimate medicines 
involving the mass digitalization of tablets.

While benefits of the digitalization of medicines have 
been well documented, progress towards this goal 
has been inhibited by the economic and regulatory 
barriers created by the available technology solutions. 
The mass application of sensor technology directly on 
medicines is cost prohibitive for the majority of ther-
apies, while the need for regulatory approval means 
that implementation can take several years. 

This case study presents the findings of a supply- 
chain simulation in which innovative technologies are 
utilized to overcome the hurdles for on-dose security 
solutions mentioned above and illustrate a clear path 
towards the mass digitization of medicines. 

This simulation demonstrates how supply-chain actors 
and even patients can be empowered in the verifica-
tion process, and how medicines can become trusted 
once more.

Three major technology elements were utilized in the 
simulation.

1 Application of edible barcodes
 The first component of the system is on-product 

identifiers called TruTags®. TruTags are microtags — 
effectively, edible barcodes — that can be easily and 
economically incorporated onto tablets and capsules 
via existing coatings or inks.

TruTags are made from microparticles of silicon 
dioxide, a material designated as GRAS (Generally 
Recognized as Safe) for ingestion and is already 
commonly found in medicines. Because this material 
is readily present within tablets and capsules, the 
adoption of TruTags is relatively straightforward even 
for products that have already been launched on the 
markets. 

During their manufacture, TruTags are encoded spec-
trally so they reflect light at a known spectral index. 
This spectral code can be directly associated with a 
product, a designated market, a production facility or 
even a batch.

In this supply-chain simulation, TruTags were mixed 
with a formulated Opadry® complete film coating sys-
tem, from Colorcon, to create an intelligent coating. 
This coating was then simply applied to a batch of tab-
lets using a standard coating process. 

A Step Towards the Digitalization of Medicines
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2 Authentication of edible barcodes
 The second component of the system is the  

authentication technology. The authentication tech- 
nology provides a link between the physical  
tablet and the digital backend. TruTags can be authen-
ticated using either proprietary imagers or by  
using an application for commonly used cell phones. 

The authentication option used depends 
on the problem the brand is facing 
and who they would like to be able to 
authenticate their products — from quality 
assurance and security teams to law 
enforcement, healthcare professionals and  
patients.

In addition to facilitating immediate au-
thentication of medicines, anytime and 
anywhere, the application of cell phone 
technology affords an incredible opportuni-
ty for patient communication. 

Pharmaceutical brands can communicate 
directly with their patient populations and 
personalize the treatment experience — 
monitoring patient compliance and treatment effective-
ness, all the while assuring the quality and safety of 
the medicines being consumed.

3 The digital backend
 The third component of the solution is a fully 

integrated, distributed ledger operated by PwC. The 
platform uses a Google technology called Trillian, a 
verifiable data structure that provides a transparent, 
immutable, and cryptographically verifiable transaction 
log. The platform integrates directly with the authenti-

cation application facilitating a secure link 
between the physical and digital world and 
delivering absolute supply-chain security 
and transparency.

As tablets are scanned with the applica-
tion, the platform is instantly updated 
providing details on time, location and  
authentication result.

By setting up exception-reporting, brands 
can be automatically informed of instances 
of counterfeit, expired or diverted product.
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The supply-chain simulation of this technology was 
conducted over a six-month period between March 
and August 2019. A batch of 1,000 tablets were 
coated in a cGMP facility in Kapolei, Hawaii using 
three variants of an intelligent Opadry coating system, 
with TruTags included, to represent two different sales 
regions. Non-tagged coated tablets were also included 
amongst the tagged tablets to represent counterfeits.

The tablets were then sent to six known parties in 
the U.S., Australia and Europe who simulated region-
al wholesalers and patients. Each party was provided 
access to the cell phone application and requested to 
authenticate the tablets distributed to them.

Over 5,000 authentication events were recorded on 
the PwC platform over this period. Information on 

user, scan time, location and authentication outcome 
were all recorded. 

Untagged tablets were successfully identified, as were 
tablets being authenticated outside of their designat-
ed sales markets. No false positives were recorded 
during the trial.

CONCLUSION
In this case study, the coalition of partners successfully 
demonstrated how individual tablets can be digitalized, 
linked to a distributed ledger platform and authenticated 
by supply-chain patients, providing absolute supply-
chain security and transparency. 

By enabling instant authentication, anytime, anywhere, 
the pharmaceutical industry can better secure the 
supply chain and, in doing so, safeguard their patients 
and their brands.

Beyond improved supply-chain integrity, this innovation 
has the potential to connect brands directly with their 
patient populations. This can help drive engagement 
between healthcare providers and patients, with the 
potential to improve patient outcomes. 

The Simulation
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Colorcon is a world leader in the development, 

supply and technical support of formulated film 

coating systems, modified release technologies, 

and functional excipients for the pharmaceutical and 

nutritional industries. Our best-in-class products and 

technologies are complemented by our value-added 

services, supporting all phases of solid dose design, 

development, and manufacture. To learn more about 

Colorcon, please visit www.colorcon.com or email us at 

dtaylor@colorcon.com.

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve 

important problems. We’re a network of firms in 158 

countries with more than 236,000 people who are com-

mitted to delivering quality in assurance, advisory and 

tax services. Find out more and tell us what matters to 

you by visiting us at www.pwc.com. 

TruTag Technologies, Inc. is a leading provider of 

product identity solutions. TruTag offers a range of 

on-product and on-package security solutions that 

provide manufacturers and government regulators with 

an effective means of securing their supply chains 

and safeguarding consumers. To learn more about 

TruTag, please visit www.TruTags.com or email us at 

contactus@trutags.com.
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